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ABOUT THIS BOOK 
 
There are many guilds in the world of Neothera that are 
comprised of like-minded individuals working towards a 
common goal, or simply enjoying the security offered by 
the alliance of their comrades. The purpose of each guild 
is as different as the last. Some guilds may have strict 
recruitment policies, whereas others will draw numerous 
members to their banner simply to bolster their ranks 
and form a solid community. 
 
Through commitment, patience and teamwork, a guild 
can nurture its members, ensuring that as the organisa-
tion becomes more renowned, its members physical and 
mental abilities are beyond those who walk the danger-
ous path of life in this world alone. This book explains 
the process of starting and managing a guild, and it also 
covers the benefits offered by joining an existing one. 

GUILDS OF NEOTHERA 

JOINING A GUILD 
 
There are many established guilds in Neothera, some 
with more integrity than others. If you are considering 
joining a guild, you should first find out some informa-
tion about the organisation's cause. Once you are happy 
with the guilds principals, it is wise to ask about the 
benefits of becoming a member, and if there are any re-
quirements you must fulfil to join, or once you are signed 
up. 
 
Any player character may form or join a guild providing 
they are not already a member of an existing one. If a 
player has more than one character, the additional char-
acters may not belong to the same guild (without per-
mission from the game staff). This is due to potential ex-
ploits that would upset the balance of the game. Re-
member to choose a guild wisely. You are making a con-
tractual obligation to the organisation upon signing up, 
and some guilds may not take lightly to members who 
are not team players or want to abandon their cause 
without good reason! 
 

FORMING A GUILD 
 
A would-be guild master must make several considera-
tions before forming his or her guild, because running 
one is not easy, and certainly not cheap! Members of a 
guild should be aware that to get the most out of the 
organisation they will need to co-operate with each 
other and be prepared to offer their time and resources 
to allow the guild to perform to its full potential. It is 
wise to consider the following if you are to attract mem-
bers and form a successful guild: 
 
 The name of your guild 
 The purpose and goals of your guild 
 Do you have the time and ability to lead and man-

age a guild? 
 Your recruitment processes and requirements 
 Will members be assigned roles, such as quarter-

master and paymaster, for example? 
 Do players pay a membership fee or offer a per-

centage of their income/resources to pay for the 
guilds upkeep and investments? 

 Will your guild favour certain classes, races or 
realms? 

 Will you design a guild crest or emblem? 
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GUILD CHARTER 
 
When you are ready to form your guild, you will need to 
purchase a guild charter, an official document issued by 
the Tutela Syndicate. The charter is primarily used to re-
cord the names of members who have joined your guild; 
when someone is accepted into your ranks their charac-
ter will need to sign it. A digital copy of the charter (used 
for admin purposes) will also be created by the staff for 
all members to view, with the guild master (or other 
nominated members) having access to make edits to it. 
You should be aware of the following when you are 
ready to purchase your guild charter: 
 
 The charter must be purchased from the Tutela 

Syndicate, either at an event or in downtime 
 You must pay 25 Llandies to purchase an official 

guild charter 
 The charter is an official document and can be pre-

sented to the relevant authorities in-game as and 
when needed 

 As well as the guild master’s signature, you must 
have at least one other player prepared to join 
your guild who must also sign the charter before 
the guild becomes officially formed 

 The guild name must be noted on the charter be-
fore the Tutela Syndicate will declare your guild 
officially recognised 

 A guild bank account is opened with the Tutela 
Syndicate, which all guild members can access, 
making deposits and withdrawals following your 
guild rules 

 A retired or dead player character should be re-
moved from a guild charter 

RECRUITING GUILD MEMBERS 
 
As mentioned previously, a guild must have at least two 
members to declare it officially formed; at this point, you 
may choose to start recruiting more members to join 
your cause. There is no limit to the number of guild 
members that you can recruit; however, it is worth 
choosing your new members wisely. Your guild has a 
reputation to uphold, and the actions (be they honour-
able or not) of your members will undoubtedly influence 
the opinions that other inhabitants of Neothera have 
towards your organisation. Here are some important 
things to consider when thinking about recruiting new 
members to your cause: 
 
 All new recruits must sign your guild charter to 

become an official member and understand what 
values the guild upholds (if any) 

 It is advisable to establish a chain of command, so 
members know who to report to 

 Think about issuing roles or jobs to members to 
keep them keen 

 The more active members you have in your guild 
that are attending events, the faster your guild will 
accumulate Guild Experience Points (GEXP) 

 NPCs can join player-led guilds providing they have 
a good reason to do so 

 It is also possible for players to join NPC-led guilds 
should they meet the required recruitment stan-
dards 
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GUILD EXPERIENCE POINTS (GEXP) 
 
Guild Experience Points (GEXP) are a measure of a guilds success and is used to determine a guilds rank and how re-
nowned or infamous it has become. Similar to the Experience Points (EXP) that you earn as a player, GEXP allows a 
guild to unlock and purchase (with Llandies, and sometimes item cards) perks that benefit all of its members. Further 
information about GEXP is listed below: 
 
 All guilds start with ZERO GEXP. When guild members attend an event, more GEXP is earned. GEXP is awarded 

each day guild members participate in events 
 At least TWO guild members must be present at an event to earn GEXP, with the amount of GEXP rising the more 

guild members there are in attendance 
 A guild member must participate for a whole day for their attendance to count towards the total GEXP earned 

that day 
 GEXP is earned to enable guilds to increase their rank and unlock Guild Privileges which can be purchased with 

Llandies 
 GEXP is never spent, it simply indicates how renowned a guild is and what rank it has obtained 

GUILD EXPERIENCE (GEXP) AWARD CHART  

NUMBER OF GUILD MEMBERS ACTIVE AT 

EVENT 
TOTAL GEXP EARNED PER DAY 

1 0 

2 1 

3 2 

4 3 

5 4 

6+ 5 

GUILD RANKS 
 
Ranks determine how renowned or infamous a guild has become, the higher the rank, the more influential and well 
known the guild is in the world. All new guilds start at rank 1. Earning more GEXP means that your guild’s rank will in-
crease over time. When your guild’s rank increases, it will unlock new benefits for your members that can be pur-
chased with Llandies. When a guild reaches 73+ GEXP, it will no longer be awarded GEXP, and instead, it is rewarded 1 
Llandie for each member that completes an event (to a maximum of 10 Llandies) each time it takes part in events. 
These Llandies will automatically be deposited into your guild bank after an event. 

GUILD RANK CHART 

GUILD RANK GEXP REQUIRED FOR RANK  

1 0 ~ 23 

2 24 ~ 47 

3 48 ~ 72 
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GUILDHALLS 
 
A guildhall is a residence where guild members live, meet 
to train, study, relax and discuss any guild related issues. 
A guildhall could take the form of a house in a city, a cas-
tle, church, or a network of caves, to name but a few ex-
amples. The choice here is up to you; however, you 
should speak with a member of staff so we can discuss 
your idea before anything is set in stone. See the points 
below on how to obtain a guildhall and the benefits one 
offers: 
 
 Once your guild is officially formed, a guildhall may 

be purchased for 100 Llandies 
 You must decide the world/realm location of your 

guildhall 
 Will you name the guildhall and/or write some his-

tory or interesting facts about it to enhance your 
role-play? 

 Purchase up to two Guild Resource Sites (GRS) and 
attach them to your guild hall so that all members 
may benefit from them 

 A guildhall is required to unlock all guild privileges 
 A guildhall is required to obtain guild relics 
 

GUILD RESOURCE SITES (GRS) 
 
Any guild can purchase or acquire a Guild Resource Site 
(GRS) during their adventuring career. A GRS represents 
a location or premises that provide natural resources and 
is particularly useful to crafters because they produce 
the raw materials used for making items. If your guild 
owns a GRS, it can extract a limited amount of materials 
from it every month to craft items or sell or trade with 
others.  

When you purchase a GRS it starts at rank one, and you 
can upgrade it to rank two or three by increasing your 
guild rank and investing more Llandies in it during down-
time. The following rules apply: 
 
 A guild may have a maximum of two resources 

sites under its control; however, it may NOT have 
two of the same resource sites 

 Once a GRS is purchased, it remains with the guild; 
it cannot be sold or traded away 

 GRS can be upgraded so that they produce addi-
tional resources (up to a maximum of rank three); 
however, the rank of a GRS cannot be greater than 
the guild’s rank earned through GEXP. For exam-
ple, a rank two guild cannot upgrade their GRS to 
rank three until they have gained enough GEXP 

 Guild members cannot donate Personal Resource 
Sites (PRS) they own to their guild, nor can they 
independently purchase a PRS and donate it to the 
guild 

 Guild members may acquire their own PRS in addi-
tion to the ones owned by the guild; however, guild 
members PRS remain the property of the player 
and not the guild 

 If all guild members are dead or otherwise inca-
pacitated (due to imprisonment for example), no 
resources will be collected until a guild member is 
considered physically able to visit the guildhall and 
GRS in person 

 
The cost of buying and upgrading a single GRS is as fol-
lows: 
 
 RANK 1: 150 Llandies 
 RANK 2: 350 Llandies (500 in total) 
 RANK 3: 500 Llandies (1000 in total) 
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RESOURCE ACQUISITION 
 
The following rules apply: 
 
 There are seven different resource sites available 

to purchase, each one provides different types of 
resources (item cards), according to its rank (see 
chart below) 

 During downtime, the staff will update your guild 
sheet with any resources collected and any deple-
tion that occurs 

 Resources are considered to be harvested and col-
lected on the first day of each month. The staff will 
take this into account if updating your guild sheet 
before or after this date. Be aware that downtime 
does not always close on the 1st of each month. 

 Resources collected from a GRS will automatically 
be deposited into the guild bank vault 

 If you have a rank two resource site, you will also 
collect rank one resources as well 

 If you have a rank three resource site, you will also 
collect rank one and rank two resources as well 

SITE TYPE 
ITEM CARDS 

PRODUCED 
RANK ONE RANK TWO RANK THREE 

CRYSTA-

LARIUM 
GEMSTONES 2 White / 1 Green 1 Green / 1 Blue 1 White / 1 Purple 

ELEMENTAL 

SPRING 
ELEMENT STONES 1 Green 1 Green 1 Green 

FARMLAND HIDE 2 White / 1 Green 1 Green / 1 Blue 1 White / 1 Purple 

HERB GARDEN HERBS 2 White / 1 Green 1 Green / 1 Blue 1 White / 1 Purple 

MAGIC FONT ESSENCE OF MAGIC 2 White / 1 Green 1 Green / 1 Blue 1 White / 1 Purple 

MINE ORE 2 White / 1 Green 1 Green / 1 Blue 1 White / 1 Purple 

WOODLAND WOOD 2 White / 1 Green 1 Green / 1 Blue 1 White / 1 Purple 
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DEPLETION & UPKEEP 
 
All resource sites require maintenance and suffer from 
depletion. There is only so much easily accessed abun-
dance within a site, limiting the amount of resource that 
can be gained. The following rules apply: 
 
 After collecting resources from a site, it gains ONE 

point of depletion 
 Once a site reaches SIX points, it becomes DE-

PLETED 
 When a resource site is upgraded to a higher rank, 

the amount of depletion it currently has remains 
the same and is applied to the new rank. For exam-
ple, if you had a rank one mine at four depletion, 
and you upgraded it to rank two, the rank two 
mine would also have four depletion points 

 A DEPLETED resource site does not provide any 
item cards and is in danger of becoming DE-
STROYED if depletion points are not removed 

 

REMOVING DEPLETION 

POINTS 
 
When a GRS has or is about to become depleted, a single 
guild member must dedicate an entire, downtime action 
to site repairs and restoration. Failing to do so will cost 
the guild Llandies if it wishes to save a depleted site. 
Please be aware that the staff will not warn you if your 
site is reaching maximum depletion. This will be noted 
on your guild sheet, and it is up to your guild to monitor 
this. The following rules apply: 
 
 Reset the depletion points of all GRS to ZERO by 

having a single guild member dedicate their entire 
downtime to tending it (so no trading, buying, sell-
ing, talking with NPC’s or other players etc.). The 
guild member must state they are doing this on 
their personal downtime submission, not the guilds 

 A single guild member may remove depletion 
points from two GRS at the same time during a 
single downtime, as well as any depletion points 
that have accumulated on any Personal Resource 
Sites they own; however, this must be clearly 
stated on their own downtime form, not the guilds 

 You may reset depletion points from a site at any 
time, even if it is not fully depleted 

 If a site reaches its maximum depletion, the guild 
must spend 120 Llandies to restore it to its former 
glory (resetting all depletion points) 

 If after one month (of becoming depleted, as of the 
1st of each month) you have not paid 120 Llandies 
for repairs your GRS is considered beyond repair 
and will be destroyed and removed from your guild 
sheet by the staff 

DOWNTIME 
 
When an event has finished (usually a week or two later) 
we will open submissions for all guilds to complete a 
downtime form. You will have a set amount of time to 
complete this for your actions to be updated on your 
guild sheet ready for the next event. If the downtime 
form is not completed, your guild sheet will not be up-
dated (except for the GEXP you earned at the event). The 
guild downtime form explains this process fully and can 
be accessed via your online guild management form. 
Opening and closing times for downtime submission will 
always be announced on our social media platforms. 
 
Similar to player character sheets, guilds are managed 
via an online form which the guild master and other play-
ers (as nominated by the guild master) can work on to 
deal with business relating to their guild. Once your guild 
has officially been formed (as per the rules for starting a 
guild), the staff will create the online sheet for all guild 
members to access. The guild master and his or her su-
periors will have a greater level of access to functions on 
the sheet, so that they may conduct guild business effec-
tively and in a manner that the staff may respond to re-
quests, trades, buying and selling etc. efficiently. You will 
need a valid Gmail account to access your online guild 
sheet. 
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GUILD RELICS 
 
Guild relics are unique items, designed by players, that 
can only be used by individuals that belong to the guild. 
A relic could take the form of a battle banner, weapon, 
tome, trinket or portable tent, to name but a few exam-
ples. Whatever form your relic takes, you must be able 
to Phys-rep it during events, as and when you wish to 
make use of it. Guild relics can offer a bonus to all guild 
members, or to a single member that holds it. Relics 
could have an effect that lasts permanently, for an entire 
day or a single encounter. 
 
 Members of the guild may design and propose 

their own guild relics, perhaps according to the 
theme of their guild 

 A relic could take the form of a battle banner that 
increases the damage done in combat by all guild 
members within 6 feet of it, or a trinket that re-
duces the LF cost of casting spells. These are just 
two examples, the effects of relics are up to you to 
decide, and it does not necessarily have to be com-
bat-orientated 

 Proposals for relics should be noted in the appro-
priate section of the guild downtime form ready 
for the staff to check 

 Once the staff have decided on your relic proposal, 
they will contact you to advise of its success, or if 
any alterations need to be made due to it being 
too powerful, or not fitting within the dynamics of 
the game rules 

 The staff will always try to work with you to ensure 
your relic fits in the game one way or another 

 A guild may possess up to THREE relics, and it is 
possible to acquire relics as soon as a guildhall is 
purchased 

 A guild relic requires ONE legendary (orange) item 
card to unlock. This item card is removed from the 
guild bank vault once the relic has been added to 
the guild's inventory 

 A guild relic also requires Llandies or item cards (as 
determined by the staff) to finally acquire. Bear in 
mind that the more powerful the relic proposal you 
make, the more Llandies or item cards it will cost 
to create 

 Guild relics are classed as enchanted items; how-
ever, they CANNOT be disenchanted due to their 
level of power 

 A guild MUST provide a Phys-rep of their relic if it is 
to be used at events 

 Equipping a guild relic (if it is designed to be car-
ried), uses up one of a player's four enchanted item 
slots 

GUILD PRIVILEGES 
 
Guild Privileges represent the training and collective 
knowledge that a guild and its members have gained 
over time. Through study and practise, a guild can learn 
to improve its member’s performance in specific tasks 
and activities, enabling those members to enhance com-
mon abilities beyond what is considered average. Guild 
privileges are automatically unlocked when a guild 
reaches a certain rank. When a privilege is unlocked, it 
can then be purchased with Llandies. 
 
 A guild must first acquire a guildhall to purchase 

guild privileges  
 Guild privileges are purchased during downtime 

(via the online guild sheet) with Llandies 
 Guild members are encouraged to pool their 

Llandies in the guild bank to enable the guild to 
purchase privileges that benefit all of their mem-
bers 

 Although they are not cheap, once purchased, 
privileges are noted on the guild character and 
become permanent 

 A guild cannot unlearn a privilege, so choose care-
fully when making a purchase 

 Privileges that benefit guild members during 
events remain active, regardless of the number of 
guild members taking part in the event 

 When a player leaves a guild, they lose access to 
any privileges the guild has acquired 
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GUILD PRIVILEGES: 

RANK ONE 
 
BARTER WITH THE STORE: COMMON (WHITE) ITEMS 
PREREQUISITE: Rank 1 Guild / Guildhall  
LLANDIE COST TO PURCHASE: 60 
DESCRIPTION: You may exchange up to SIX common 
(white) item cards in your guild bank for any six common 
item cards of your choice. May only be used once per 
downtime. 
 
BARTER WITH THE STORE: UNCOMMON (GREEN) ITEMS 
PREREQUISITE: Rank 1 Guild / Guildhall  
LLANDIE COST TO PURCHASE: 100 
DESCRIPTION: You may exchange up to FIVE uncommon 
(green) item cards in your guild bank for any five uncom-
mon item cards of your choice. May only be used once 
per downtime. 
 
INHERITANCE 
PREREQUISITE: Rank 1 Guild / Guildhall  
LLANDIE COST TO PURCHASE: 130 
DESCRIPTION: When a member of your guild is slain 
(unless they have specified otherwise in any other legally 
binding document), the entire contents of their personal 
Tutela Syndicate bank vault will automatically be trans-
ferred to the guild bank vault. Providing a member of the 
guild (ideally the guild master or someone else in a posi-
tion of authority within the guild) can present the official 
guild charter to any questioning bodies of authority pre-
sent at the time of death (in-game), the dead player may 
be looted and their wares legally kept by the guild. If the 
player had any Personal Resource Sites, these become 
the property of the guild master, and he or she may de-
cide to distribute them amongst existing members or sell 
them to the Tutela Syndicate for 50% of the current mar-
ket price. PRS obtained from a dead player CANNOT be-
come the property of the guild. 
 
PROTECTION 
PREREQUISITE: Rank 1 Guild / Guildhall  
LLANDIE COST TO PURCHASE: 550 
DESCRIPTION: All members of the guild may add +1 to 
their base Armour Points (AP) providing they are wearing 
at least one piece of light or heavy armour on their head, 
torso, arms or legs. If you are not wearing armour, you 
may call RESIST against ONE basic damage call (not ac-
companied by an effect or element type) per day. 

SCHOLAR 
PREREQUISITE: Rank 1 Guild / Guildhall  
LLANDIE COST TO PURCHASE: 125 
DESCRIPTION: A teacher (spellcaster or crafter) may 
teach a single student TWO spells or TWO ideas in a sin-
gle day and per DOWNTIME, instead of ONE. These addi-
tional teachings may only be taught to members of the 
same guild. 
 
SERENITY 
PREREQUISITE: Rank 1 Guild / Guildhall  
LLANDIE COST TO PURCHASE: 300 
DESCRIPTION: When guild members perform the Medi-
tation ability, it also restores all of their lost GHP. 
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GUILD PRIVILEGES: 

RANK TWO 
 
BARTER WITH THE STORE: RARE (BLUE) ITEMS 
PREREQUISITE: Rank 2 Guild / Guildhall  
LLANDIE COST TO PURCHASE: 160 
DESCRIPTION: You may exchange up to FOUR rare (blue) 
item cards in your guild bank for any four rare item cards 
of your choice. May only be used once per downtime. 
 
EXPEDITE 
PREREQUISITE: Rank 2 Guild / Guildhall  
LLANDIE COST TO PURCHASE: 1000 
DESCRIPTION: All members of the guild may reduce the 
time it takes to complete crafting Ideas by half. 
 
HARDINESS 
PREREQUISITE: Rank 2 Guild / Guildhall  
LLANDIE COST TO PURCHASE: 900 
DESCRIPTION: The duration of the CRITICAL STATE count 
is increased by 30 seconds for all guild members. 
 
SHARED POWER 
PREREQUISITE: Rank 2 Guild / Guildhall  
LLANDIE COST TO PURCHASE: 600 
DESCRIPTION: Enchanted items owned by members of 
the guild may be used by other guild members, immedi-
ately, without having to attune to them. This can only 
occur with verbal consent from the owner of the item/s 
before use. 
 
SPOILS OF WAR 
PREREQUISITE: Rank 2 Guild / Guildhall  
LLANDIE COST TO PURCHASE: 1100 
DESCRIPTION: At the end of an event, your guild gains 
ONE random item card for each guild member that took 
part in the event in full. 

VOID POUCH 
PREREQUISITE: Rank 2 Guild / Guildhall  
LLANDIE COST TO PURCHASE: 100 
DESCRIPTION: The Void Pouch (which you must Phys-
rep) is an enchanted bag, issued by the Tutela Syndicate, 
which allows you to make deposits and withdrawals di-
rectly to/from your guild bank during events. The user 
may reach into the pouch to pull out items stored in the 
guild bank vault, similarly, items may be magically 
squeezed into the pouch so that they arrive via strong 
teleportation magic into your guild bank vault. 
 
WITHDRAWALS: Once per day you may withdraw any 
amount of items or Llandies you currently have stored in 
your guild bank vault. 
 
DEPOSITS: Once per day you may deposit any amount of 
items or Llandies into your guild bank vault, meaning 
they are safe from being stolen or looted during an 
event. 
 
SPECIAL: ALWAYS consult a game referee before making 
deposits or withdrawals. A Void Pouch CANNOT be used 
to transfer living or undead creatures of any type. Nor 
can it be used to transfer a life-sized dead body into your 
guild bank! It is also your responsibility to keep a note of 
items you are transferring or depositing and you should 
keep the staff informed whenever you use the Void 
Pouch.  
 
Changes to your guild bank vault as a result of deposits/
withdrawals should ALWAYS be noted on a paper check-
out form at the end of an event for the staff to refer to 
when performing mark-up. The use of a Void Pouch is 
NOT limited to guild members, and could potentially be 
used by others that acquire it. Misuse of a Void Pouch 
comes at a high price...Beware, the Tutela Syndicate 
monitor all transactions that occur! 
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GUILD PRIVILEGES: 

RANK THREE 
 
BARTER WITH THE STORE: EPIC (PURPLE) ITEMS 
PREREQUISITE: Rank 3 Guild / Guildhall  
LLANDIE COST TO PURCHASE: 180 
DESCRIPTION: You may exchange up to THREE epic 
(purple) item cards in your guild bank for any three epic 
item cards of your choice. May only be used once per 
downtime. 
 
BOUNTIFUL POWER 
PREREQUISITE: Rank 3 Guild / Guildhall  
LLANDIE COST TO PURCHASE: 2200 
DESCRIPTION: All guild members may equip a FIFTH en-
chanted item. 
 
INTERMINABLE WILL 
PREREQUISITE: Rank 3 Guild / Guildhall  
LLANDIE COST TO PURCHASE: 1500 
DESCRIPTION: The duration of the MORIBUND count is 
increased by 30 seconds for all guild members. 
 
SPIRIT 
PREREQUISITE: Rank 3 Guild / Guildhall  
LLANDIE COST TO PURCHASE: 600 
DESCRIPTION: All members of the guild may add +2 to 
their base Life Force (LF). 
 
VITALITY 
PREREQUISITE: Rank 3 Guild / Guildhall  
LLANDIE COST TO PURCHASE: 600 
DESCRIPTION: All members of the guild may add +1 to 
their base Global Hit Points (GHP). 
 
WORKFORCE 
PREREQUISITE: Rank 3 Guild / Guildhall  
LLANDIE COST TO PURCHASE: 300 
DESCRIPTION: Guild Resource Sites (regardless of their 
rank) owned by the guild no longer suffer depletion. 
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DISBANDING A GUILD 
 
A guild can be disbanded at any time; however, it is the 
duty of the guild master to approach the Tutela Syndi-
cate, hand in the guild charter and declare the guild offi-
cially closed. A percentage of Llandies paid for any guild 
properties will be returned. The guildhall and any other 
resource sites then become the property of the bank. 
This is done via the downtime process. There are several 
other reasons a guild may disband as mentioned below. 
 
 A guild is considered to be disbanded if all mem-

bers are dead 
 It is wise to establish a chain of command, for if 

the guild master dies, is imprisoned, or otherwise 
unable to deal with guild affairs, the ownership or 
command of a guild will fall to the next person in 
the chain of command you have specified. If a new 
leader has not been established before the guild 
master’s death or imprisonment etc. the remaining 
members must decide who will control the guild 

 When a guild is disbanded by choice, the guild 
master will receive 10% (in Llandies) of the current 
value of any properties owned by the guild. These 
properties then become the property of the Tutela 
Syndicate 

 The contents of the guild bank will be transferred 
to the current guild master’s personal bank ac-
count. If there are no surviving guild members then 
the contents of the bank, along with any guild 
properties (such as resource sites) will become the 
property of the Tutela Syndicate 
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FURTHER READING 
 
We highly recommend downloading our other publications, available on our website, that will provide you with more 
information about the Neothera Saga system and game world. 
 
CORE RULES: The main rule book for Neothera Saga UK LARP. Contains detailed information regarding the rules and 
dynamics of the system. Everything you need to know to start playing the game! 
 
LORE COMPENDIUM: Provides detailed information about the world of Neothera, its races, realms, divine figures and 
other fascinating lore. 
 
PREPARE FOR ADVENTURE: Provides details about our events, with everything from what to bring with you, logistics, 
and the event sites we use. 
 

USEFUL LINKS 
 

Stay up to date with the latest Neothera Saga UK LARP news, or join our community to connect with the staff and 
other participants. 
  
NEOTHERA SAGA UK LARP WEBSITE:  https://www.neotherasaga.com/  
YOUTUBE CHANNEL:    https://www.youtube.com/neotherasaga  
FACEBOOK COMMUNITY GROUP:  https://www.facebook.com/groups/neotherasaga/  
PUBLIC-FACING FACEBOOK PAGE:  https://www.facebook.com/neotherasaga  
INSTAGRAM:     https://www.instagram.com/uklarp/  
TWITTER:      https://twitter.com/neotherasaga  
DISCORD SERVER:     https://discord.gg/ZFgZXKh 

https://www.youtube.com/neotherasaga
https://www.facebook.com/groups/neotherasaga/
https://www.facebook.com/neotherasaga
https://www.instagram.com/uklarp/
https://twitter.com/neotherasaga
https://discord.gg/ZFgZXKh

